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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

‘BA YL RADLO' COMMENTS ON WORSENING SINO-U.S,. RELATIONS 

OWOL0 54) (Clandestine) Ba Yi Radio in Mandarin to China 1400 GMT 1 Sep 80 

Text!) The current NPC session must study and formulate correct policies, 
is well as determine economic policy and tasks that can definitely be car- 
ried out. Therefore, it is necessary to let some deputies make a compre- 
hensive study of both favorable and unfavorable factors for our country. 
In foreign policy, they should notice particularly that Sino-U.S. relations 

have markedly worsened of late so that the policy they formulate will conform 
to reality. 

Due to worsening Sino-U.S. relations, the whole nation has become more 
skeptical of the reason for seeking a Sino-U.S. alliance. It is doubtful 
whether this policy will be of any good to our country or whether it will be 
of any benefit to the four modernizations. 

We all know that there will be no reply to our country's rational protest 
against Reagan's recent remarks on his stance concerning U.S.-Taiwan rela- 
tions. Reagan, his close friend Bush, President Carter and his assistant 
Brzezinski, all have no intention whatsoever of giving up the old policy 
of “giving comprehensive aid to the Kuomingtang ruling clique in Taiwan." 
(?Consequently,) the U.S. rulers have taken a rude and arrogant (?stance) 
toward our protest, unconcerned about China's response to Reagan's remarks 
and even neglecting our protest altogether. 

Furthermore, they even specify that China should understand that it needs to 

maintain good relations with the United States, just as the United States 
needs to maintain good relations with China. The U.S. leadership even shame- 
lessly stipulate that “if you Chinese want to maintain an alliance with us, 
if you need our financial aid, you must endorse our policy.” 

History has long proved that all U.S. allies, without exception, have been 
forced to either make concessions to or take orders from the United States 

on major matters of principle. The so-called “friendly alliance with the 
United States" is actually nothing but an alliance of [words indistinct]. 



fs , 

it ly & ‘eW years since Sino-l.5. relations improved. However, it has 

been 4 common occurrence that China has not been treated on equal term. It 

has become almost intolerable, particularly in the case of the U.S. stance 

towards Taiwan. she Uniced States is now openly pursuing a pro-Taiwan po- 
licy, which la based totally on its own selfish interests, brazenly infring- 
ing upon the sovereignty of our country and (?impairing) the dignity of 

the Chinese people, thereby putting our country on an unequal footing in 

Mutua. reiations, 

For example, when  alks were held between important political personages of 
the United State ind omrade Geng Bilao, the United States agreed to sell 

us onlv a negli le number of trucks and transport planes as well as some 

old militar ‘uapment. The United States also announced that no offensive 
weapon would be eold to China. 

jowever, the U.S. imperialists have signed new agreements on arms sales with 

the Kuomingtang \cue, Supplying tlaiwan with a large number of powerful, 

modern offensive weapons and equipment. They include such new U.S-made 
weapons as FX medium-range fighters, [words indistinct] air defense missiles, 

ow (words indistinct, antisubmarine missiles, [words indistinct] antitank 
missiles, ship's fire control systems, 76-mm high rate-of-fire cannons and 

words icdistinct] identification system. The functions of these weapons 

re incomparably superior to similar weapons in use in our army. 

vhy canpot these facts be taken as a warning by leading comrades of the 

central authorities who place hopes for achieving the modernization of our 

army on tinancial aid from the United States? Both history and reality 

ave indicated to us that it is a most seriously shortsighted political view 
glace hope on the "smiling tiger'--the U.S. imperialists. The recent 

worsening of Sino-l.S. relations has once again proved this true. 

) 
~ 



INTERNATIONAL AFFALRS 

"HA YL RADIO' LASHES OUT AT DENG XIAOPING'S WARLIKE POLICY 

OW31L2057 (Clandestine) Ba Yi Radio in Mandarin to China 1430 GMT 31 Aug 80 

iText The Third Session of the Fifth NPC should seriously and carefully 
consider the current domestic and international situation while discussing 
and deciding on the country's domestic and foreign policies. Some people 
are now tulking vigorously about aiding Thailand and resisting Vietnam. 
such talk, no matter who started it, is wrong. How could a party aiid state 
leader be so recklessly warlike? No matter what beautiful language one uses 

to Jeseribe war, it is barbarous and brutal and requires people to make great 

sacrifices after all. . 

The wars our country have fought since the founding of the PRC, with the ex- 
ception of the war of resisting U.S. aggression and aiding Korea, are all 
meaningless. In the war over Zhenbao Island and the Sino-Vietnamese war in 

particular, we lost far more than we gained. The war over Zhenbao Island 
was © war that our army was inveigled into by Lin Biao and the gang of four 

to fight and shed its blood in order to win a so-called "antirevisionist 
victory" for them. The Sino-Vietnamese war was unleased by Vice Premier 
Deng in order to divert the people's attention from his domestic policy and 

co protect (?his own position and reputation). The war over Zhenbao Island 
resulted in the casualties of more than 1,000 of our troops and the destruc- 
tion of our artillery and rocket positions along the border. During the in- 

vasion of Vietnam, more than 25,000 of our troops laid down their lives and 
275 tanks were lost. The 123d Division of the 4lst Corps (?lost) nearly 
100 cadres alone. More serious still, our army spent billions of yuan in 
invading Vietnam, thus disrupting the plan for the development of the nation- 
al economy. As a result, many important industrial construction projects 
have had to be suspended. In this war, we failed to achieve our purpose of 
punishing or suppressing Vietnam. Furthermore, this has caused the Vietnam- 
ese army to build ever stronger defense works and to deply more troops along 

the border. At the same time, Vietnam has been given more military and 

economic aid by other countries. 

Therefore, it can be said that both advocating punishing Vietnam a second 
time and the slogan of aiding Thailand and resisting Vietnam disregard the 



lmmed.ate int rests of the state and the people, violate the part Central 

Committee's pi ineiple of concentrating all efforts on the four moderniza- 

tions and run counter to the view Vice Premier Deng himself expressed at 

Third Plenary Session of the Lith CCP Central Committee that the four mo- 

dernizatcions must be undertaken in a situation of unity and stability. Lt 

one recklessly unleashes a new war under any pretext, it could possibly 

CAUSO unprecedente d Consequenh cs, 

udging trom the preparations our army and the Vietnames side have been 

making, once a new war breaks out, it is bound to use air, missile and even 

naval rees, | ) not discuss whether or not such a war can achieve the 

purpos punishing Vietnam and aiding Thailand. However, in such a war, 

we would be ¢ iit to sutter losses. In that case, billions of yuan ot 
funds urgently needed in the four modernizations would be reduced to ashes. 

he period of readjusting the national economy would be prolonged for another 

} or even 5 years and the 10-year economic plan, which has already been re- 

vised three times, yuld fall through. 

oped that the vice chairman of the party Central Committee, who is 

notorious for his war adventures, will set high value in the interests of 

the state and the people and handled our country's domestic and foreign 

relations with a sense of responsibility as a party and state leader. 



INTERNAT TONAL AFFATRS 

hHREE PRO CITIZENS FORSAKE CHANCE TO SETTLE IN U.S. 

OWSOLGSL [Editorial Report] Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese on 

29 August transmits two reports on three Chinese who decided to remain in 
China instead of emigrating to the United States contrary to earlier expec- 

tations or plans. 

The tirst report, transmitted at 1148 GMT and 575 words long, concerns a 

couple, Wu Benrong and Tian Jiaqiang of Yingkou County, Liaoning Province, 

who had been trained as technicians but were prevented from working in that 

capacity and had to do labor in the countryside for years. Also, their 

children had trouble applying for CYL membership and school education. All 
this was because of their "overseas connections." Tian Jiaqiang, a 1960 

graduate of the Shenyang Aeronautical Technology School, had been considered 

"unfit" for aeronautical work assignments on the grounds that her father was 

"a corporation president in California." Following the establishment of 
diplomatic relations between China and the United States, the couple com- 

municated with the father and decided to leave the country and settle abroad. 

In August 1979 they obtained their passports. 

But then a fierce struggle ensured in their minds. They saw that with the 

downfall of the gang of four the party's various policies were being imple- 
mented step by step and felt that they should fully present their case to 

the party and the government. They wrote a letter to the Liaoning Provin- 

cial CCP Committee. As a result, they both got factvry jobs and moved to 

Liaoning where their children were accepted as school students. Feeling 

"very satisfied," they have changed their minds. They have not only decided 
to remain in China to work for the country's modernization but also written 

to the wife's father asking him to return to China for a visit and contri- 

bute to its socialist construction, the report says. 

the second report, transmitted at 1550 GMT and 560 words long, tells about 

Engineer Li Jialiang of the Harbin electric meters and instruments factory 

who “spent 15 years in prison due to an unjust verdict." When he was re- 

leased in 1973 he was sent to a "reform-thorough-labor farm." But in 1979 

his case was completely redressed and he was given back his party membership. 

Around this time he received a letter from his old mother in the United 

States, asking him to visit her. 



\ccording to the re port, "as soon as the new: spread that Li bhavd bavnayt wire 
ey ; 

soins abroad, people in the tactory said that Lt tiattong would never com 

bak atter he leaves the country.” mio, Moreh this year he and tis wht 

irived to Now York, His mother, a naturalized U.S. eitiven, his sister 

and bis brother=tInelaw all persuaded 

in 

hut Li did not forget what he had been wanting to do for the motherland since 

on 

Vv | 

’ 

him to stay in the United tates tell 

vy him that they could help him to "put sue further study andattind a job, 

was a young man, the report says. "Reminding himself of the heavy task 
his shoulder and the bright turture of the motherland, he patiently con- 

need his relatives of what he believed in and returned to the motherland 

months earlier than planned.” 



INTERNATIONAL AFFALRS 

. YL RADIO' BLASTS PRC LEADERS FOR SUPPORTING JAPANESE MILITARISTS 

wo4il59 (Clandestine) Ba Yi Radio in Mandarin to China 1400 GMT 3 Sep 80 

lext foday is the 35th anniversary of the victory in the war of resist- 

ance against the Japanese aggressors--the most difficult and heroic battle 
of the whole people in Chinese history. Through their courageous struggle, 

the Chinese people achieved the final victory, won the admiration of the 
whole world and wiped out the disgrace of the unequal treaties imposed upon 
China by Japan over a period of 100 years. Meanwhile, many colonies of 

Japan, the United States, the United Kingdom and France in Asia achieved 
independence in the wake of the victory in the war of resistance against the 

Japanese. 

Today, when commemorating our victory in that war, we should keep that bit- 

ter experience in mind and draw a lesson from this bloody event when we re- 
member the 10 million compatriots who died in that war. 

Long before the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95, Japan had already harbored the 

ambition to annex China. After the success of the northern expedition, 

Japan speeded up its efforts to subjugate China. In 1931, it sent troops 

to occupy northeastern China. In 1932, it occupied Shanhaiguan and Rehe 
Province. In 1933, it took over north China. In 1936, it seized Chahaer 

Province. In 1937, it started the Lugougiao incident. 

Since the Meiji resoration, Japan had looked upon China as a lifeline to 
which the Japanese nation might cling for existence. Due to its limited 
land area, large population and a shortage of natural resources, Japan had 
to resort to a policy of aggression and, under the pretext of "finding more 
living space," engaged in expansion when an opportunity arose. Geographically 
close to Japan, China was always the first to suffer. 

However, in the face of this stark fact, some people withir the party have, 
since the Cultural Revolution, violated China's consistent and correct policy 

of opposing Japan's rearmament and the revival of Japanese militarism, and 

have begun to connive at and vigorously support the revival of Japanese 
militarism. What is particularly irritating is that a leader of the CCP 
Central Committee's military commission has ordered the CCP Central Committee's 



propaganda de,artment and the PLA General Political Department not to re- 

call the violence committed by Jpan during its aggression in China and not 

to commemorate the more than 10 million compatriots who died during the 
war of resistance against the Japanese. Moreover, being generous at the 

people's expense, he ordered that Japan be relieved from repaying war com- 
pensation amounting to 120 billion yuan. All this happened when Japan con- 
tinued to harbor its aggressive ambition against China. After the discovery 

of oll deposits around the Diaoyudao Island, a Chinese territory, Japan sent 

its troops to occupy that island and (?forbade) Chinese fishermen to seek 
Shelter and fish around the island. 

We should argu rongly on just grounds when it comes to state sovereignty 

over its own territory, even if it is an inch of land or a piece of rock. 

But some leaders of the central authorities have regarded political short- 

sightedness as a great strutegy, and have betrayed the national interest 

by torfeiting sovereignty over the Diaoyudao Island and by ‘erating the 

joint exploration of Chinese continental shelf oil by Ja’ 1. ithorities 
and South Korea. 

The most unpardonable thing is that, when Japan is annually increasing its 

military spending by big margins and expanding its armament in order to in- 

sure ics economic and political expansion in Asia, these leaders are still 

looking for ways and means to persuade Japan to revive militarism more 

rapidly (hey even beg the United States to persuade Japan to strengthen 

its armec = forces. 

\ proverb in the "Imperial Biography of Xiang Yu" in the "Record of History” 
reads: "To rear a tiger is to court calamity," which refers to those who 

appease the enemy and so bring endless trouble to themselves later on. Today 
our policy toward Japan is precisely one of "rearing a tiger to court calam- 

. urrently Japan is unable to harm us, but why can't our generation 
be more thoughtful for our future generations? Many in our army who are 50 

years or older fought and shed their blood during the war of resistance 

against the Japanese. Shall we allow sad history to repeat itself after more 

than 10 million compatriots were sacrificed during the 8-year bloody war of 

resistance in order to win the final victorv? 

it" ~ 

CSO: 4007 



INTERNAL LONAL AFFAIRS 

HOKKA\ITDO RALLIES DEMAND RETURN OF NORTHERN ISLANDS 

OWI0094) Beijing AINHUA in English 0928 GMT 30 Aug 80 

feat! betjing, 30 Aug CXINHUA)=-Mase rallies demanding that the Soviet 
Union return the northern territories to Japan were held in various parts 
| Wikkaido this month, according to a report of the Toho News Agency today. 

Rallics were held in the town of Mori in southern Hokkaido on August 29th 
and on August 26th in Rumoi city in northern Hokkaido, each attended by over 
200 people. 

Naohiro Dogakinal, governor of Hikkaid», sent messages to both stressing the 

necessity to rally public opinion in Japan and the world to press for the 
Soviet return of the northern islands to Japan. He denounced the Soviet 
military buildup on these islands. 

Speakers at both rallies unanimously pledged to carry on the movement for 
the return of the islands. Zenichi Ogawa, representative of the Japanese 
League for the Return of the Northern Teritories, pointed out at the Rumoi 
rally that the Soviet military buildup on the northern islands is threaten- 
ing Japan and is intendedto frustrate Japan's demand for the return of the 
islands. He warned against Soviet tactics to induce Japan to give up the 
territorial demand by signing a “treaty of good neighbourhood and coopera- 

tion.” 

cso: 4020 
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UMA WATER CONSERVANCY PROJECT=-Mogadiahu, 31 Aug (XINHUA)--Somali Presi- 
ent Mohamed Stad Barre veaterday visited the Fanole water conservancy proj- 

eet bullet with Chinese aid in Jelib District, southern Somalia, on his 

hapection tour o enteral Shabelle Region. During his visit, he was ac- 

orc: 1 warm welcome bv the roject manager, workers and Chinese experts 

at a place 10 kilome Lo the site. In a speech to the welcoming crowds, 
ne underlined the importance of the project and its potential value .n aug- 

menting the nomy of the country He also praised the workers and tech- 

tician or their unremitting efforte and dedication in carrying out thei: 
tal fext | (|OW311846 Beijing XINHUA in English 1840 GMT 31 Aug 80] 

'4 
: 
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LISTORICAL PLAY IN HONG KONG=-Beljing, 31 Aug (KINHUA)=--The Beijing People's 

rt Theatre lett for Hong Kong today to present its new production of the 

iletorical play “Wang Zhaojun,” the first time that a modern drama from the 

land is being staged in Hong Kong. “Wang Zhaojun,” a five-act play by 
eading Chinese playwright Cao Yu, presents a 2,000-year-old story whose 

heme is the unity among the nationalities of China. The production and 

eri eceived first class awards at a theatrical festival on the 30th an- 

\iversary of the founding of the People's Republic last year. The perforn- 

ing art cour is headed by Diao Guangjin, deputy president of the people's 

art theatre and no nese dramatist, with Mei Qian, art director, and 

ian Chong, dramatist, ae his deputies. [Beijing XINHUA in English 1615 GMT 

INDIA'S POPULATION REDUCING EFFORTS=--Beijing, 1 Sep (XINHUA)--Steps to moder- 

aa 

= 

r 

; 

0 

t 

’ 

te and reduce the rate of population growth in India have been particularly 
treesed in the framework document of the Indian Government's Sixth Five-Year 
lan, according to a report from New Delhi quoting today's NATIONAL HERALD. 
he document says that India's populationwas currently increasing at the rate 
f 1.9 per cent per annum. It is likely to reach 913 million by the turn of 

he century. It should be the objective of India’s population policy to re- 

duce the net reproduction rate to one per cent by 1995, the document notes. 
[It suggests that emphasis must be on proper motivation and an “open choice 

A 

in the promotion of different methods of family planning. Coercion in any 
e 
form muet be ruled out. [Text] [0WO11212 Beijing XINHUA in English 1206 GMI 

Seo 80] 



JAPANESE STUDENTS IN JLANGSU==The Jiangsu Provincial People's Government held 

a reception on 27 August to warmly welcome a college atudents’ visiting 
group headed by Governor (Sakai) of Japan's Hyogo Prefecture. Wang Haisu, 
vice governor of Jiangxu, and Kuang Yaming, vice chairman of the provincial 
People's Congress Standing Committee, were present at the reception, Vice 

Governor Wang Haleu and Governor (Sakai) apoke at the reception. The visit- 
ing group, which conaieted of more than 510 people, arrived in Nanjing by 
train on 27 Auguet. [0W310527 Nanjing Jiangsu Provincial Service in Mandarin 

2300 GMT 27 Aug 80) 

SHANGHAT OFPICTALS' TO ROME--Viece Mayor Han Zheyi of Shanghai and his party 

lett teljing 2® August for Rome to attend an international conference on 
population and the future of cities at the invitation of the UN foundation 
for population activities, ([OWO10602 Shanghai City Service in Mandarin 2300 
GMT ?9 Aug BO | 

cCS8o; 4007 
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x ; ‘ ’ i " Mandarin te China 14600 GMT 43 Sep wD 

‘ rH ‘ nm i iiavea wail ‘ the inhird Session of the Piftth NP waa 

. “Tr Jit ‘ ent that some deput ie@a are moat concerned 

wit | removals of principal government Leaders, an issue 

iy eari mm th eatiny of the state and the peopie. 

ii report, uree, has no direct relation to the above-ment loned 

ieee wi r, ' weing hie report, many people intentionally or 

lea , liscuesion to iworda indiatinet:. 

‘ ning, mcial, economic and energy departments 

ul repiac« if why has the replacement been 

ive or six persons? Suppose a leader has achieved 

as = le in one department, would some miracle occur 

er : this department to another? 

removals and tranafers of cadres, ,7 ppoint Ment on ; 

members of the political bureau failed to reach a consensus, should 

ot jaced on the agenda of the NPC seasion. Politburo members are re- 

R indidates. jow can an issue disputed by Polit- 

embers be una ipported »y thousande of NPC deputies It seem 

t hig , | deciaiona alwayve iliinge on one or two leaders of 

' mn hardly be called ‘democratic centralism.” 

¢ tany personages of democratic parties in late 1950's, particular- 

’ e of turmoils \c that time, China's various policies 
i ™ ire ere tiret decided by the party and then submitted to the NP( 

ry mre formal approval. The party Central Committee or leaders of 

ntra | rities made decisions on major policies; important trans- 

ra. 7 Ovi ; rs cements of ieaders, including leaders of the NPC and 

, wir decisis were submitted to the NPC for discuseionand 

1 . i2@ efter they had been put into practice. Sometimes NP( 

put te wer i t get about the discussion. 



\t the [Thitd Sesslon of the Fifth NPC, deputies were asked to unanimously 

approve the issue disputed by members of the political bureau. This cer- 
tainly is a4 retrogression from the past. Since today we intend to enliven 
democratic life within the party and the state and to improve the democratic 
legal syatem, we should not take the NPC as a rubberatamp organization, 

it im good to see that deputies to the NPC have views that differ with some 
state and government leaders, for it indicates that they have truly assumed 

‘hele responsibilities as representatives of the people, that they are really 
concerned with national affaires and that tere is no need to conduct the 
so-called "persuasion and education" work. 

Everyday, comrades Peng Zhen, Hu Yaobang, Zhao Ziyang and Ulanhu would call 
in several people and given them lectures on the general principle of stabil- 
ity and unity. Is this at all useful? We should be practical and realistic 
in dealing with the stability of the state and within the party. Past ex- 
periences prove that “practicing fraud and playing tricks" as well as “at- 
tempting to present a false picture of peace and prosperty" will only cause 
adverse reactions and it may also result in a serious disruption of the 
state and within the party. 

it is also unnecessary to fear that disunity may have an impact abroad and 

that foreigners will say that disunity exists and striving for name and 
struggling for power is always seriously going on within the Communist Party 
of China. As the saying goes: “You cannot wrap fire in paper." Foreigners 
will make judgments and they also have cool heads to make analyses. They 
will never believe every word of our propaganda. 

Instead of worrying about what impact we will have on foreigners, we should 
give more thought to our nation and our people. We should give more thought 
to how to run our national affairs well. The bitter lesson we learned from 
the experiences of past years tells us that the key to running national affairs 
well lies in leading cadres, in particular cadres who hold the power of the 
party, government and army. 

in his speech, [words indistinct] once said that his own image is just like 
that of a great river. If the (?banks of the rivers is planted with tress), 
it is not only useful but also beautiful. However, if the river overflows 
the banks, then there will be a flood. 

It should be pointed out that in discussing the choice of persons to take 
charge of the state's leading organs, why are deputies not allowed to con- 
duct an extensive discussion’? Why are they not allowed to discuss whether 
bureaucratic lords who are tyrannical and despotic and who are bent on sup- 
pressing democracy are listed in the new appointments? Whether personages 

who attempt to consolidate their own positions by practicing factionalism 
are still included in the new appointments? 

CSO: 46005 
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APANESE COMMENTARY ON CHINESE BUREAUCRATIC PRACTICES 

Bei'ine RENMIN RIGA in Chinese 5 Aue 80 p 7 

Artticie by I imura of NIHON KEIZAI SHIMBUN: "“Bureaucratism Is an 

YWetacle to China’ ur Modernizations” | 

fext! On 271 July, NIHON KEIZAI SHIMBUN published an 

article written by its special Peking correspondent 
Fulimuera entitled, "China's Bureaucratism is an 

Obstruction Impeding China's Four Modernizations.’' 

The situation ind views reflected in the article are 

biased and do not totally correspond to reality, but 

they are worthy of our attention. The following is a 

summary of the rticie: 

har el of China’ bureaucratic structure is becoming more and more 

mwieldy. Moreover, it can be seen that the consciousness of everyone's 

doine things his own way and the disadvantageous aspects of hierarchical 

‘eadershio are everywhere, with the result that affairs are not being 

managed well. Recently, the power of authority has been in the process 
ft beines turned over ¢t localities. However, it is also possible that 

, further reason why administration has become confused is because the 

sharing of responsibility by the central and local authorities is not 

leor. here has begun to be heard among businessmen from various nations 

the bewildered cry: “We simply do not know which unit is the best one to 

Ta tacts Se 

sadvantages o: hierarchical leadership are too numerous to list. An 

exarple is that when one is going to China and traveling domestically, 

mtil thet very day there is no clear schedule arrangement, and this 

causes people a great deal of anguish. If roundtrip railway and airplane 
tickets for the entire {itinerary were purchased beforehand in Peking, this 

ui'd save time. Yet, in China, one has to have already arrived at the 
ce to be vieited before he can buy a railway or airplane ticket back to 

11s own country. 

in order to develop coal imports from China, it is first necessary to 
negotiate with the Ministry of Foreign Trade. Aside from this, it is also 
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e vesoary to Make Cofmectionae with several departments, ror example, the 

problom in negotiating with the Mintatry of Coal ta that domeatic trana- 

port probleme muat be negotiated with the Mintatry of Railways and shipping 
problems must be negotiated with the Ministry of Communications, 

in reality, these types of situations are numerous, Because the relations 

/ each department concerned are not we!!l attended to, that which should be 

nveyed te net conveyed well, Sometimes when this type of situation 

rises, 4 department anawers that it “can,” while another department 
inewers that thie “won't do." Even if it is a small problem, those in 
harge of trade in Peking must have contacts with each department, and 

if they do not ascertain whether or not things are accurate they cannot 
mt, even if they want to, 

\ilegedly, when the reporter especially sent from this newspaper to Peking 

firet arrived, in order to cope with the procedures to pick up a limousine 

sent from Japan he had to run to 16 units. When the cargo was stopped in 
Tieantin harbor, he had to begin by applying to the Ministry of Foreign 

\ffairs for approval to travel to Tianjin. After running all over Tianjin 

for a day, he returned to Peking, where he had to go to three or four 

units before he was actualiy able to sit in the vehicle. 

Beginning last vear, China implemented the national 3-year plan for 

economic readjustment which acted as a readjustment component and proposed 
the need to greatly reduce capital construction (major projects). Yet, 

although a year and a half have already gone by, there have still not been 

inv tangible achievements in reducing capital construction. This is 
secause the organizations under the local authorities have all “endorsed 
the weneral policy of reducing capital construction but have not thought 

of reducing projects for their own localities." 

China has recently sent many groups of observers to Western nations, and 

these groups have made great efforts to absorb advanced technology. In 
actuality, the same groups of observers have gone abroad many times and 

moreover have only inquired about the same things. Because of this, after 

their return they have achieved nothing. 

The following situation has also been heard of: The Chinese department 

responsible for developing energy resources decided to send out an 
investigation group concerning problems related to Chinese-Japanese 
energy resource development. Yet, at the same time, they learned that 
other scientific technology organizations also hoped to visit Japan to 
deal with the same problem. Because of this, Japan put forward the fol- 

lowing resolution: "Because the same problem is being investigated, how 

about combining and having one representative group visit Japan?" Yet 
on the Chinese side, in any case, this was not accepted; the reply was: 

"Because they are from different organizations.” As a result, two groups 
visited Japan for the same reason. 
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», Ll ina mB in lve iroces ! turning authority over to localttte: 

1j80 4 mA r sf Lor if procucing new bureaucrat iam, In trade, the 

ritv of each of the trade companies separately established in Peking, 

hail and Tianitn to develop toreign trade is set within fixed spheres. 

t is @aid that the central and local power of authority is not clearly 

|, thereby causing man netances of disagreement, 

v it can be id that the lack of deadline and efficiency concepts 

4 manitestition of bureaucratisam, Although raw and processed 

ila produce in nearoy ity are urchased, it is still mandatory to 

1 lot on troveling expenses in order to make a special trip to 

yr negot ions. These kinds of examples are countless, When 

types yrrocedures are being handled by each organization, 

the cust of “handing over work” is not practiced, if a person is 

there is no wav to handle the work. If the person is away on busi- 

then even if the negotiations are in the final stage, everything is 

side during hf ence, 

ling to a ipanese person who has resided in China for a lone time, 

e three phrases that are most often spoken by Chinese: "not in; 

a3 ‘'t have it.” China must cast off “these three don'ts" 

jise the present target of conscientiously handling the tour moderniza 

eee icult t realize, 
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PARTY AND STATI 

PROSPECTS FOR CHINA UNDER HU YAOBANG IN 10 YEARS 

Hong Kong DONG Xi FANG in Chinese No 19, 10 Jul 80 pp 8-12 

(Article: "Preliminary Analysis of 4u Yaobang and China's Future") 

\Text| Hu Yaobang is now ranked 12th in power, influence, and status in 

the CCP. But looking at him with regard to the CCP's power structure and 

with an eye on his career development, we can see China's future 10 or so 
years from now--and by China we mean the mainland, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 

Macao. In this article, however, the principal topic stressed is the 
mainland--and it is not the first-ranked Hua Guofeng or the third-ranked 
Deng Xiaoping. The CCP is higher than the military establishment or the 
state. Hua does not really hold power in the party, and Deng's attitude 
toward Hu is: "With you in charge, I can relax." The real power in the 
party is now being peacefully turned over to Hu. The CCP is, essentially, 

still apolitical soctety ruled by men. This is the key to the question. 

No matter whether the party has a patriarchal or collective leadership system, 

the person who is number one in holding real power in the party directly 
affects and determines the destiny and future of the country. Therefore, if 

we want to inquire into and survey China's prospects, we must start with a 

study of Hu. 

Historical View of Hu Yaobang 

Hu Yaobang's academic record. Hu Yaobang was born in 1915. In 1927, he took 
part in Mao Zedong's Autumn Harvest Uprising in Hunan. All historical 
records say that he was 14 years old at that time. If there is no misnumber- 
ing in these year dates, Hu in 1927 could not have been even 13 years old. 
The records add that he "came from a poor family." Therefore he certainly 
did net receive a good education. It is said on the mainland that there 
are now only a few persons who “truly understand Marxism-Leninism," and Hu 
is the most prominent among them. A man without a good education mastered 
the subject by self-study in actual practice and became, among 900 million 

people, an outstanding authority on Marxist theory. Looking at what he has 
done over the past 20 years, we see that he is a leader who understands 
theory, is bold and resolute, has independent opinions, dares to blaze new 

trails, has fairly enlightened ideas, and is genuinely talented. But note: 
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thy he | | | heae th * He tae an orthodox MarxiateLeniniat and 

alao a di ip Of Mao Zedong Thought, This point ta very important, and 

it al ifiect Lal ' s Future, ine future leaders ot China will be modeled 

on the Mao, Zhou, Deng ines--i.e., model CCP members. China's society will 

Aloo be a soctaltat Let n the Mao Zedong model, 

Reiationship with Deng Naoping. In addition to atudying at the Chinese 

People's Anti=-Japane Military and Political University in Yanan and serv ng 

aa deput ifrector of the university's Political Department, Hu Yaobang 

formed ties with / when the war ot resistance against Japan broke out. 

Alte) 1e und the state, he was destined to go through thick and thin 

With Deng Xaoping. Theretore, he is inclined toward the realistic Deng-type 

line that pt the ultraleft. This also affects China's prospects. 

bang'’s relationship with the armed forces. From the war of Liberation 
right mt t eve of the founding of the state, Hu Yaobang's work at his 

llitary posts »w Lly political--this is characteristic of the vast 

majority of the Ci eaders, but we will postpone for the time being a 

theoretical inqul int the reason for this. The thinking of men who for 

ons riods of time have held posts in the armed forces--espectallyv in the 

immy, and particulariyv during the chaotic war vears--is inclined toward 

but ind dictatorship. No doubt there are many reasons for the fact 

tiv has long imposed lictatortai and autocratic political system, 

rut ese reasot ire certainly not unrelated to the fact that military men, 

especially army genera.s, took over the civil power. Hu Yaobang probably 
mnot free himself fror his limitation. From this angle, Hu's China 

u ok 

ifter the founding of the state. During the 25 years from 

452 to the end of the Great Cultural Revolution, Hu was the youth boss-- 

retary of the CYL Central Committee. Based on my observations of 
re it nearly 20 years (CYL members usually do not leave the 

eavue whe t he ecome overage), as well as my life as a cadre in the league, 

ive me he mcoiusion that he is solicitous and enlightened about 

ing people’ tudy, Work, health, cultural and recreational life, and 

ife (in 1956, the league's Central Committee ruled that voung people 

| request leave for the purpose of discussing affairs of the heart 

wit ing considered to have overstepped the bounds of organizational! 

life). From this we see that Hu Yaobang’s work style proceeds from reality 

ind seeks truth trom facts. Also because he was long engaged in youth work, 

he tends t © oOpenminded and take in new things with relative ease, and 

thi eems | e rather advantageous for the four modernizations and for 

emocratizatci From this angle, China's future looks bright. 

n lesson su Yaobang drew from the Great Cultural Revolution was to 

pose the uitralett, and that was the only change or revision in his 

basic analysis of Hu Yaobang. From it we see that Hu 

Yaooang 18 4 mode! and, at the same time, a tairly enlightened CCP member. 
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Now we will take a lLurther look at what Hu Yaobang did after the Cultural 

Revoluticn==and here we mean that period after he was transferred to the 

Chinese Academy of Sefences in 1972, This period is of major significance 
in our observation of Hu, 

Hu Yaobang worked in the Chinese Academy of Sciences after the rehabilitation 
of Deng Xlaoping. Before that, his main task was to escape the funeral 
parlor. The main professional legacy he left at the academy was his drafting 
of the "Outline Report on the Work of the Chinese Academy of Sciences." 

Actually, this report did not have much effect, because before it could 

be implemented, it was harshly criticized by the gang of four, and its 

primary claim to fame is the gang's criticism. The intellectuals did not 
submit [the report]; on the contrary, they publicized, gratis and effectively, 
the report for Hu and expanded its influence. The "Outline Report" urged 
thac the Chinese Academy of Sciences be rectified by sweeping away confused 
thinking, eliminating bourgeois factionalism, putting into effect party 
polictes that Hu Yaobang had in mind, taking effective measures rather 
quickly, and mobilizing the enthusiasm of the intellectuals so as to focus 

their minds on science and technology and on our country's four moderniza- 
tions. The “Outline Report” fit the actual circumstances and, in the period 

of rehabilitation and rectification, would have been effective in bringing 
order out of the chaos caused by the ultraleftism of the Cultural Revolution 

and in returning to the position of seeking truth from facts. At the Academy 
of Sciences, Hu Yaobang was instrumental in solving the problems of salary, 

housing, and facilities of its scientific and technial personnel. He solved 

the problem of husband and wife being separated because of having to work in 
two different places by transferring them to the same place. Because of 

this, he gained the support and endorsement of a great number of the 

scientific and technical personnel. Also, because of this, the gang of 
four launched a ruthless struggle against him. It is said that material 
eritical of the "Outline Report" alone, as one of the “three big poisonous 
weeds" (the other two were the "20 Articles for Industry" and the "On the 
General Program"), weighed 100,000 tons. One sees in Hu's concrete measures 
for cleaning up the mess left by the gang of four his boldness and resolution, 

courage and standards. These qualitites cannot be matched by the ultraleft 

armchair politicians. 

We especially want to point out tu Yaobang's courage. With his ability to 
observe and judge, he was able to correctly assess the confrontation between 
Jiang Qing and Deng. When Jiang Qing gained the upper hand, her political 
views and the steps she took ran counter to those of Mao. In the evil 

situation in which "those who follow me will prosper, those who oppose me 
will perish," Hu burned all his bridges behind himself and made a last-ditch 
Stand, giving no thought to his own future. This conduct, when all is said 
and done, is somewhat different from that of the majority of top CCP members, 
who bowed and scraped in an effort to maintain their official positions. 

There are two other incidents that show Hu Yaobang's individuality. One 
is that, after the gang of four had been overthrown and Hu had been 
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SOUT ut Hu wh aid t nim: "Who iVS Ou Are A right ist? You are a 

talented person nurtured by the party.” It 4s worth noting that at that 

time the CCP Central Committee had not yet made its resolution "correcting 

mistakes" with regard to rightists. The other tnetdent was when he revised 

an art tele written by Hu Fuming [5170 4395 2494], a Lecturer in the Philosophy 

Department of Nanjing University, so that its main point was that "practice 

is the sole criterion for testing truth,” and fired it out like a cannon 

shell. He dealt lows one after another at the "whatever faction" led by 

Wang Dongxing, waich still held power at that time, in order to prepare 

publi Pinion f e complete destruction of this faction. From these two 

examples, one csi see that Hu holds independent opinions and has a high degree 

Of analytic and udgmental ability, and that he also dares to take responsi- 

bilit id to create new situatton: 

mn Hu bang was vice president of the party school run by the central 
uithorittes (Hua Guo'eng was president and Wang Dongx' ig first vice 
president: id was dlrector of the school's Organization department, he 
initiated, ides bis masterpiece concerning "practice is the sole 
riterion for testing truth, two quite influential major events. One is 

hat he stood up to Hua's former boss Zhang Pinghua [1728 1627 0553] (director 
r the Political Department), by backing resumption of the publication of 

ZHONGGUO OINGNIAN [CHINA YOUTH] (a monthly). This was during the period 

e rrect rdict on the Tiananmen Incident had been reversed and 

acall to arms for everybody within the school to back the "practice 

faction” in its opposition to the “whatever faction.” Backed by Wang, 

ang wit hhe publication of the first issue of the monthly. Hu's struggle 

peiled Hua to personally settle the matter, and finally the magazine, 

ipplemented by photographs, resumed publication. Hu's victory in this 

ittle-=the "practice faction's"” views prevailing over Wang's withholding 
F pub tion of ZHONGGUO QINGNIAN--was widely publicized and was widely 

infiuential. Also, because of this incident, Hu's prestige rose. The 

second episode wa en he proposed to the central authorities that "rightist 

in ¢ ~ be removed. Aiter obtaining their assent, he took the lead by setting 

in examp.e at the party school run by the CCP Central Committee. He announced 

in RENMIN KIHAO that of the 96 persons in the school who had been labeled 

rigitists--with the exception of 1 person who had not been wrongly Labeled 

HiT persons whose cases were being reinvestigated--the remaining 93 persons 

mad all been wrong labeled, and that this mistake had now been corrected. 

This gave an impetus to the successful work in removing labels throughout 

the uintry. it also smoothed the way for the subsequent work of redressing 

mat rrongs and of negating Mao Zedong's “sun scheme" [yang mou 7122 

6180) and the superstitions of political movements. 

\fter the Third Plenary Session of the llth Party Central Committee, Hu 

Yaohbang became mcurrentiy the third secretary of the Commission for the 

Inspection of Discipline (Chen Yun was first secretary and Deng Yingchao 

second secretary). He effectively took charge of the commission's first 
conference, which passed a resolution transfering, appointing, or dismissing 

various commanders of the greater military areas and various provincial 



party secretarles,. From this we can see the importance of his position, and 

also that he Surpassed many others in broadening his horizons. Organiza- 

tionally, these shifts carried out and insured the future victory of the 

"practice faction" over the “whatever faction." 

Above tlu Yaobang were the central authorities, however, and basically this 

was still a manifestation of their (local) work. The tip of his political 
talent. combinine the theoretician with che man of action, head been revealed. 
His inelination toward democracy, science, practice, and human feelings had 

a.so been shown. It ts sald that with regard to those intellectuals who 

had been persecuted, especially in the antirightist movements, Hu Yaobang 
examined his own role and took his share of the responsibility for this 
persecution. From this one can see that he is a cadre who corrects his 

mistakes when he knows them. 

View of Hu Yaobang From His Recent Public Expressions of Opinion 

in January 1979, Hu took a post in the CCP Secretariat and, after the Fifth 

Plenary Session of the llth Party Central Committee, he became its general 

secretary. From being a responsible person in one of the side departments, 
he became one of the persons responsible for the central work (and at the 
innermos., core of the CCP Central Committee). We are not very well 
acquainted with what Hu Yaobang has done since then, but his speech on 

receiving the leaders of the CYL Central Committee and responsible persons 

of ZHONGGUO QINGNIAN BAO and ZHONGGUO QINGNIAN (27 October 1979, shortened 

below to “youth speech"), his speech at the forum on dramatic creation (21 
and 23 February 1980, shortened below to "drama speech"), as well as "Some 
Cuiding Principles for the Political Life of CCP Members" (shortened below 
to “guiding principles") drafted under his supervision, provide us with 
material for probing the essence of his thought. When Hu Yaobang was 

responsible for local work, we saw him fairly often reveal part of himself, 

but these two speeches and one document enable us to see the essence of the 
whole man, the essence of a CCP member. 

Although the speeches do not contain the murderous arrogance of the ultra- 

leftists, and the thinking behind them is not 100-percent rigid and the 
language used not 100-percent stereotyped, the thinking is 90-percent rigid 
and the language 80-percent stereotyped. If this were not clearly stated, 
then some people would probably not believe that these "precious words" of 
the great man were "Hu's words" [a pun on his surname: "Hu van"--Hu's 
words--and “huyan"--nonsense}]. Below we introduce to the reader "Hu's words" 
concerning political affairs. 

l. Detending the spirit of Mao Zedong as well as Mao Zedong Thought. In 
the "drama speech" he spoke with the "whatever" accent, drawing upon Mao's 
so-called distinction between the contradictions of two different kinds 
to block literary and artistic creation. In this respect, he spoke much about 
the necessity of drawing a clear distinction between the enemy and ourselves-- 
but even Mao himself did not make this boundary line clear. With regard 
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" peech'') And the rehabilitation ot! lu Shaoqi, 

eath at the behest of Mao, was a return to the true 

f Ty | ght ' lentific System and a great victory for 

don't \ ‘r the RENMIN RIBAO editorial that made 

n is “Hu's words" or not, but it is certain that he approved 
, t [ re, t at least "Hu's ideas," 

1e document, the innermost core of Hu’ 

it f POW tne irtcy iS Supreme over everything else 

est the pat ire more weighty than anything elss¢ Please 

he said: With regard | the present central leadership and 

rem, one can only make suggestions about them 

t rep the To repudiate them would be to commit an 

ve had not had ou party, ce ul Ut ina’ 
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ice ve r the party's interests--and this ly means 
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ind is only means smooth and evasive methods--saying 

‘the top the performance. These are Hu's words: “if 
Ee it a dramatic performance will not be a success 

1e n tenti revision, then I volunteer this advice: 

i ed so that I approve it, then do not perform it. 

f ft performing it.'" ("drama speech") Holding off 
t be strange indeed if the party officials under 

ndant experience in the ways of officialdom and are adept at 

t ir superiors want things done, did not understand how to 

Li of H guidance. In fact, the performance would 

et r it order for the party to "save face," Hu 

t L} ear of the 1980's, several play scripts, stage 

rij ovels that reflect fairly accurately the realities 

yp the iction of the four modernizations are not written, 

ra think: Will you ‘have face'? Will we ‘have 

The idea that "the party is the overlord" is the 



}, Bllndly advocating the supertority of the soctaliat system, "In one 

respect we are superior to all others, vig, we have uprooted the system of 
exploitation, we have basically eliminated the phenomenon of ‘man eating 
man,’ of aan oppressing man." ("drama speech") Hu cites the "man-eating" 
soctety of the "Million Peunde Sterling" and "Thundershower" era and the 
“Rising Sun" era, He cannot and dare not cite societies in present-day 

Lurope and the Americas=-espectally the "man-eating" exploitation and 
oppression in northern furope. He will not admit that bureaucratiam and 
special privileges are innate in the CCP-atyle socialist syatem. He said: 

‘Where do bureaucratiam and special privileges actually come from? ...1e it 
that they are innately produced by our socialist system itself? I do not 

agree with this idea.” ("drama apeech") "But there is an argument that 
runs like thie: they are tanate in our system and cannot be overcome, and 

even, in this respect, that our system is not as good as capitalism. As 
if there were no bureaucratiom in capitaliem!" ("drama speech") Looking 
at the developed capitaliet countries today, we see that bureaucratism and 
special privileges are not as severe in them as in the socialist countries, 

and that, tn particular, there is none of the type described in the phrase 
“Buddhist monk tapping his umbrella." Hu said that the gang of four expanded 
special privileges. Actually, this does not tally with historical facts. 

No gang of four has yet emerged in the Soviet Union or in other soctalist 
countries, and yet bureaucratiem and special privileges have cropped up in 

all of them. After reviewing the actual practice of socialism, our conclusion 
is that bureaucratism and special privileges are innate in a socialist 
society of the proletarian dictatorship and of one-party autocratic rule, 
and cannot be overcome. 

+. Having blind faith in the strength of the party; neglecting, fearing, 

and hating the strength of people's demcracy. On this point Hu does not 
mince words. He said: “After several years have passed, we will not only 
have restored the prestige of the party but also have done all we can to 
mike it more prestigious than before!.... We (the party) really have many 
people of integrity and ideals who can make our party even better." "Who 
can lead the people of our country to build a powerful socialist state by 
means of the four modernizations? We cannot rely on other people; we cannot 
rely on other parties; we can only rely on the Chinese Communist Party to 

do so." ("dram speech") Here we must point out that in the past several 
morths many theoretical articles appearing in RENMIN RIBAO have stressed 
the idea of “relying on the party to correct itself.” The idea behind this 
is to try to shake off the supervision of the people. In his speeches 

there is utter scorn for those youths who have spontaneously organized 
themselves. He said that they “can do this for 30 years without any results 
at all." He added: “They--these 'things'--have no standards whatsoever." 
(“youth speech") With regard to an article published by RENMIN RIBAO that 
was not to his taste (27 October 1979, “Xiong Yifu's [3574 0014 4395] Death 
Was a Lesson for Us"), he issued the following denunciation: "An editor 
comes to the conclusion that we don't need the party organization but we 
do need a Judge Bao [Bao Zheng, an upright magistrate of the llth century, 
known for stressing the dignity of law)--what kind of sentiment is expressed 
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apirit (although afterword Lt & landered as being factionallat spirit, 
in essence it was party spirit; the apirit of the faction in power at the 

time is party spirit). 

Within the party, then, Hu Yaobang ta a fairly democratic and enlightened 

figure. But he is neither a rebel nor an innovator. According to what we 

now see, it would not be far off the mark to describe him as a man who could 
play the role of a reformer in the party. 

Hu Yaobang te a member of the CCP conditioned by the Mao Zedong-type party. 

Therefore, he will generally struggle for the party's interests. This is the 

most baste point of our conclusions about him, 

Ten or so years from now, China will probably be the land of Hu Yaobang, or 

the land of a COP headed by Hu Yaobang. A China under his rule will still 
most likely be ruled by a one-party dictatorship, a one-party autocracy. Its 

people will etill live in a slave, or semislave, society and will have no 
democratic rights. If Hu'e CCP continues the policy of making concessions 
and takes measures that benefit the people, then the four modernizations 
could achieve a limited degree of success. It must be pointed out that a 
tyrannical government that does not allow democracy and does not eliminate 
bureaucratic special privileges cannot arouse the people's enthusiasm for 

bullding the four modernizations. Therefore, the success of the four 
modernizations can only be partial and limited. By the year 2000, although 

China will have made headway in modernizing itself, the world's progress 
wil! have been even swifter and, consequently, the gap between China and 

the advanced Western countries will be even wider. We are now much more 
"modernized" than we were at the time of Li Shimin's [Emperor Taizong] 
en)ightened administration during the Tang Dynasty. But Li Shimin's time 
was "China's most advanced," and yet 20 years afterward “China was still 
backward," and more backward than it is now. Speaking of socialist countries, 
the Soviet Union is reckoned to have been "modernized." But what kind of 
life do the Soviet people lead? If we were to use up all the human and 
material resources of the country so that 20 years from now we would be 
what the Soviet Union is today, wouldn't that be both pitiful and sad? 

People who start out with high expectations will not agree with this 
“pessimistic” way of looking at things. But we, who respect objective 
reality and submit to truth, tell ourselves that, [judging] from the history 
of countries ruled by socialism, from theory, and from the experience of 

actual life, this “pessimism” is the most realistic view. 

We are not the great immortal Mr Huang Piming, who Would calculate precisely 

the course of the coming years by saying that the Will of Heaven is bound 

to be like this. We forecast Hu Yaobang's and China's future only by the 
method of gathering historical facts and reasoning scientifically from them. 

Things, especially political situations, often develop unexpectedly. Is 

there a possibility that Hu Yaobang, after gaining absolute power, 
will assert himself and transform the CCP and China, thereby becoming 
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PARTY AND STATE 

PARTY UNITS NEED TO DISCIPLINE THEMSELVES 

Problems, [Irregularities 

Guangzhou NANFANG RIBAO in Chinese 26 May 80 p 3 

[Commentary: "The Party Must Discipline the Party") 

iText] We have recently received many letters from party members in rural 
areas, industrial and mining enterprises, and agencies telling of the problems 
that exist in the party organization and among the party members of their 
units. A summary of these problems would be that some party members have 
too little sense of responsibility, and organizational discipline is too 
lax, so they do not accept organizational assignments; organizational life 
is not strong and party members do not report to the party organization 
their ideas or the circumstances of their study or work, nor does the party 
organization report to the party members on its work; party ideological work 
is weak and liberalism is relatively critical, etc. A great many of the 
letters assume that the principal reason for the appearance of these problems 
is that the party is not disciplining the party. Because of this, they hope 
that the various echelons of the party will take measures to strengthen the 
party ideologically and organizationally and transform these situations 

as rapidly as possible. The problems mentioned in these letters are worth 
our serious attention. 

A proletarian political party is a tightly organized, fighting party, not 
a Shapeless, diffuse organizat' om. When the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union was established, the opportunist Martov advocated that party members 
not be required to join the party organization, that they need not accept 
party work assignments, and that they need not accept party organizational 
restraints. Lenin viewed the party as an organized force and resolutely 
denounced this fallacy, pointing out that if things were handled as Martov 
advocated, the party would be no more than an empty form. Our party was 
established according to the party-building principles of Leninism, and 
ever since the day it was established it has thoroughly emphasized strengthen- 
ing the party and has incessantly strengthened the party's fighting strength. 

The establishment of the party is one of the magic weapons used in securing 
the victory of the Chinese revolution. 
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During the pe tod when Lin Bilao and the "gang of four" ran amk, they 

irried out a “revolutton to kick over the party committees.” Almost al) 

ff our party's Organization was thrown into a state of paralysis, the 

irdinary political life and the excellent traditions of our party were 
destroyed, and there appeared the trregular phenomenon of the party not 

disciplining the part: Although it has been more than 3 years since the 

"gang of four” wa mashed, there has not yet been a complete transformation 

in the situation of the party not disciplining the party. This should 
receive a high degree of atcention from party committees at all levels, and 
they should earnest|y control party building, managing it well and closely. 

Disciplining the party means controlling party members and taking charge of 

the education ideological, and political work of party members. No 
mitter whether they are new or old party members, and no matter whether 

yey are leading cadres or ordinary cadres, all must be controlled. All 

party members must come under the supervision of the party and the supervision 

if the masses; thers n be no special party members. We should educate party 
members and supervise party members according to the requirements of the 
“guiding prinetpies.” We must correct that good old boy thinking that fears 
offending anyone and does net dare to criticize unwholesome tendencies in 

the party. 17 e who violate the prescription of the “guiding principles," 
sho violate the law and affront discipline, and who exert a bad influence 

must Se dealt with eeveriy, in accordance with party discipline. We must 

t be overlentent equivocal in meting out rewards and punishments. We 
must oppese the corruption of party members by bourgeois thinking and preserve 

the purity of proletarian ideology. 

An important part of disciplining the party is strengthening the work of 

party branches. The millions of party branches are the foundation of our 

part if the party does not have a good foundation, which is to say that 

if wany of the party branches are unsound, it will create a problem for 
the party. This is because, in the final analysis, the party's line and 

polict ‘epend upon the party branches for their implementation. There 
ire presently some party branches that have not undertaken their role as a 

fieghtine force, so they have serious problems. On the other side, there are 
some upper-level party committees that pay no attention to the building of 

sic-level party branches and seldom inquire into it. The leading bodies 
»f some perty branches have not had reelections for a long time, have had 
vacancies for a tong time, don’t bother to provide solutions for people who 

heve problems, with the result that the party branch leadership has no 

“wer and even falls into a state of paraivsis. Therefore we must tightly 
grasp the work of rectifying the party branches, and we must certainly 
stratehten out che leading bodies. 

We must discipline the party well, and we must also perfect the party's 

rgenizattona’ life and develop an active ideological struggle. All party 
members must take part in organizational life, The leading cadres among 

the party members must take the lead in observing the rules of organizational 
life. and there must not be any special party members who do not take part 
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in organigational lite, At present, the organizational life of Many party 

branches is extremely unsound and has become a mere formality. Because of 

the unsoundness of organizational life, it is very difficult to achieve heart- 
to=heart communication, mutual understanding, mutual aid, mutual criticism, 
and mutual supervision among party members. Good men and good deeds get no 
support or praise, and bad men and bad deeds go unopposed and uncriticized. 

Therefore we must perfect organizational life. The principal contents of 
the party's organizational life should be to examine how party members carry 
out the party's line and policies, to discuss the work of the party branch, 

and to develop criticism and self-criticism, commend good people and good 
deeds, and overcome irregular practices. The party organizational life 
conference cannot be turned into an ordinary work discussion conference. 

Remedial Measures 

Guangzhou NANFANG RIBAO in Chinese 26 May 80 p 3 

[Article by Sun Haotian [1327 3185 3240): "The Party Disciplined the Party, 
and Its Appearance Was Changed" ] 

[Text] Through study of "Some Guiding Principles for Political Life Within 
the Party,” the party committee of Guzhen Commune, Zhongshan County, raised 

their awareness of party construction, adopted measures to remedy the situa- 
tion whereby the party was not disciplining the party, earnestly took charge 
of party branch work and the educational ideological, and political work of 
party members, and effectively strengthened and improved the leadership of 

the party. 

In the past, the party committee of Guzhen Commune was relatively attentive 
to party construction, and was acclaimed an advanced unit in prefectural 

and county organizational work for several years running. Later, because 
of the interference of the ultraleft line of Lin Biao and the "gang of four," 
there appeared for a time the phenomenon of the party not disciplining the 
party, education of party members became lax, and discipline slackened in 
some of the party organizations. For example, after the secretary of the 
party branch of the village revolutionary organization was transferred in 
1974, there was no timely election to replace him, with the result that 
thee was no responsible person for the party branch for a long time. In 
addition, there are 41 members in the party branch of Guzhen Commune's 
second brigade, and under these circumstances more than 10 party members 

could serve as cadres for the production teams, but only 3 persons are willing 
to do so. There is one party member who, after failing to be chosen team 
leader last year, no longer took part in organizational life, seldom attended 

collective functions, buried himself at home and worked for supplementary 
income, and also said he wanted to quit the party, creating a very bad 

impression among the masses. 

In early March 1980, the commune party committee, in the process of studying 
the "guiding principles," reviewed the problems that have occurred in the 
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rel. party construction, they determined]y adoped Medsures Co strengthen 

party branch ecostruction. tn the latter part of March, the commune party 

committee spent 15 concentrated days adopting the method of examining and 

ippraistng, summarizing trom bottom to top, and carrying out an examination 

and summarization ot the work of all 46 party branches in the commune. Aiming 
at existing problems, toey motivated the party members to devise measures 

Lo correct them and decided to call a conference of party branch secretaries 

once @ach quarter |rom now on to analyze and study the work of the party 
brancty ind the ideological circumstances of the party members, and to 

na ke imely disco ry of an‘ prot lems and effect timely solutions. The 

individual party ';c.nches must earnestly maintain the "three meeting, one 

class’ system a ave a good organizational life. A disciplinary examination 

will be held o each quarter to take charge of the party members’ education 

with respect to discipline and observance of the law. Furthermore, with 

‘gard to those pocty members whose revolutionary will has waned, whose 

rganizational discipline has become lax, and who admire the bourgeois life- 

stvle or show othe | tendencies, the party committee assembled a study 

laASS « il] party member mn the commune in mid-April to lead everyone 

nm examination of their ideology, fighting will, work style, and discipline 

and compare them to the “guiding principles," and to carry out education in 
upholding the four basic principles 

I igh examination, immarization, and rectification, there was a yreat 

transformation in the appearance of the work of the party branches and the 

spirit of the pari embers. Originally there were 13 party groups in the 
immune that id had no activities for a long time, but now all have 

separately established systems of organizational life. There were 45 party 

members who had not paid their party dues for more than half a year, but now 

ill heve made self-criticisms and paid their back dues. Of the nine party 

branches in the Haizhou sector, six had signs of disunity in the party 

mnitrees, but after developing an active ideological struggle, their 

evolutionary unity has been strengthened. Branch Secretary Yuan Yongjin 

e Huayang Brigade party branch failed to manage brigade work for 87 days 

pecause f an argume had had with one of the committee members. By 

St ‘ine the “guiding principles" he recognized the ways in which his own 

t Kit ind behavior violated the requirements of the “guiding principles," 

aT » spontaneously made a self-criticism before a meeting of the committee 

and | ‘mbers and a meeting of the masses. He stirred up revolutionary 

enthusiasm, unified the “members” of the party committee, energetically 

rectified the social order, attacked evil winds and noxious influences, put 
inhealthy tendencies to steal, gamble, and run away, and transformed 

t ive ei\ ndition of the work of the whole brigade. 



PARTY AND STATE 

MILITARY, PARTY UNITS TRAIN MINORITY CADRES 

Military Training 

Chengdu SICHUAN RIBAO in Chinese 18 Jun 80 p 4 

[Article by Liu Dexin [0491 1795 9515], Zhang Xinyuan [1728 2450 0337] and 
"Liangshan Military Subdistrict Actively Promotes Yi Xiao Jianqing (5135 
0256 0615]: Cadres") 

[Text] Party organizations in Liangshan military Subdistrict are vi- 
gorously recruiting and training cadres from among the Yi nationality and 

are continuously strengthening the rank and file of the leadership. At 
present, 23 percent of all cadres at the team level and 16 percent at the 
brigade level are of the Yi nationality, and nine Yi cadres are top leaders 

in their respective military and administrative positions at the county 

and city levels. 

Each year, a new group of Yi people join the military service in this 
military subdistrict. In view of this situation, the party committee of 

the military subdistrict considers the recruitment and training of Yi 
cadres a daily task. They continuously recruit and assign Yi cadres and 
military personnel to military and political institutes for further train- 
ing, and have them participate in various mass organizations in order to 
help them raise their political consciousness and knowledge of military 
technology and culture. Many leadership cadres have gone to the grass- 
roots level to recruit and provide guidance to Yi cadres. Yi cadre Ji 
Shih Er luo [0679 4258 1422 3157] was assigned last October to serve as 
the head of the Meigu County military unit, but he did not have confidence 
in his work. Political commissar Li Wenxiang [2621 2429 4382] is more 
familiar than Ji about the people's militia. He volunteered to go with Ji 
to the communes to [help him] learn about the people's militia in three 
brigades. With the help of Li Wenxiang, Ji quickly learned his work and 

acquired more confidence in his job. 

The military subdistrict boldly employs cadres of the Yi nationality to 

assume various leadership positions and encourages them to acquire exper- 
tise and abilities through their work. Deputy Commander Lung Defa 
[7893 1795 4099] of the military subdistrict is a Yi cadre who was 
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promoted in Jonuary last year trom his previous post as team leader. In 
order to quickly raise his expertise and abilities, the party committee 
took over part of his duties in providing for military preparatory work. 
After wore than a year of practice and training, he excelled in his work 

and wae highly praised by the people. 

Political Education 

Chengdu SICHUAN RiBAO in Chinese 18 Jun 80 p 4 

"Li County Partyschools Promote Minority Cadres'] 

(Article by ‘lang Yichao [0781 4135 6389]; 

“ext) Li County is the home of the Zhuang, Jiang, and Han ethnic groups. 
Over half of its population is composed of minorities. Under the glorious 
light of the party's minority policy, the county party committee pays 

serious attention to training minority cadres. In accordance with work 

requirements and the credentials of the candidates, the committee over 

the past few years has recruited and trained a group of well-qualified, 
young, energetic minority cadres. In the past, the percentage of minority 
cadres was rather low. Now, about one-third of all cadres in the county, 

and more than 70 percent of those at the grassroots level in communes and 

brigades, are of the Zhuang and Jiang nationalities. 

A let of these cadres were subject to the three oppressions before libera- 

tion. They never received any formal education. Even though they have 

read some political literature, their cultural and educational level is 
till not high, and they have difficulty dealing with socialist moderniza- 
tion projects. In tackling this problem, the county party committee 

systematically selects minority cadres and sends them to the provincial 
and prefectural levels for further education. At the same time, party 

schoo ave adopted a rotation system by which grassroots minority cadres 

are given short-term training. They are required to undergo training 
several times a year. Several hundred will be trained in this way every 
year, so that their political, technical, cultural, and scientific knowledge 
will be increased. In May of this year, the party schools separately 
organized /O-member core cadre training programs. The main objective was 

to study and discuss party regulations and the policy amendment "Certain 
uilding Principles of Political Life Within the Party." As the cadres 

have realized, there are three advantages to organizing party schools 
according to geographic location and a simple rotation system. First, no 

disturbances will be created during the busy season. Secondly, holding 
lasses near the students can ensure full attendance. Thirdly, the time 

aved in commuting and the money saved from transportation are welcomed 
by the overwheiming majority of grassroots cadres. 



Literacy Classes 

Chengdu SICHUAN RIBAO itn Chinese 18 Jun 80 p 4 

"Hongyuan Party School Organizes Minority Culture Classes" 

[Article by Liu Mingyu [0491 2494 3768]: 

[Text] In order to systematically raise the cultural level of existing 

minority cadres, the Hongyuan County Party Committee began in October 
1979 to organize a 2-year minority cadre culture class. All 53 members of 

the first class are Zhuang and Hui workers in various organizations and 
units. 

The entrance examination given to the applicants shows that most of them 
are semi-illiterate or illiterate. In view of the situation and current 

needs, language and mathematics lessons are given, using standard texts 
and supplementary teaching materials. In close to 2 semesters of learning, 
as the students have become aware of the disadvantages of illiteracy, 
everyone is studying hard. The strenuous efforts of learning are apparent 

in the classrooms as well as in the dormitories, and quite a lot of students 

stay up late in order to study. At present, besides knowing the basic 
phonetic alphabet, the average student in the junior class has learned 500 

characters, and in the senior class more than 2,000. 

9471 
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PART \ \NU STATI 

ANHI RXOV INC | PROCURATORTIAL WORK CONFERENCE CLOSES 

WO? | ' Hefei Anhui Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 1 Sep 80 

jixcerpt fhe L2ti Anhui Provinelal Procuratorial Work Conference closed 

on 29 August. lt laid down the major points of emphasis in the province's 
current procuratorial work, namely, to further implement the CCP Central 
Committee's instruction on guaranteeing the implementation of the criminal 
law and the law on criminal procedure, to enforce the two laws in real earn- 

est, to continue to improve public order, to deal resolute blows at current 
riminal offenders and to safeguard political stability and unity. 

(The conference relayed the guidelines of the provincial CCP Committee's 

conference on political and legal affairs and the national work conference 

on criminal prosecution. Liu Lianmin, chief procurator of the provincial 

people's procuratorate, gave a report. Wang Guangyu, secretary of the pro- 

vincial CCP Committee, addressed the conference. The conference summed up 

procuratorial work in the past year. 

The conference pointed out: Striking at current criminals and strengthen- 

ing public order remains the primary concer of criminal prosecution. It is 

necessary to supervise criminal investigation and judicial work in close 

coordination with efforts to improve public order, supervise thereform 

through Labor and reeducation, join efforts with public security organs 

in reforming criminals and overhauling jails, detention centers and labor 

reform units as soon as possible, inspect the enforcement of laws and eco- 
j nomic discipline and do a good job of handling letters and visits from the 

Masses 

We now find ourselves in a new historical period. To meet the needs of the 

general task o! the new period, procuratorates at all levels should inten- 

sify their investigations and studies, pay attention to the new situation, 

Study new problems and sum up new practices so as to contribute more to the 

f the two laws, the improvement of public order and all-round implementation of 

the safeguarding of the four modernizations. 



PARTY AND STATE 

BRIEFS 

QINGHAT DEPUTIES TO NPC--According to our sources, Qinghai Province's depu- 

ties to the Third Session of the Fifth National People's Congress and mem- 
bers to the Thitd Session of the Fifth National CPPCC Committee left Xining 
for Beijing by special plane this morning. Leading comrades of the provin- 
cial CCP Committee, the Standing Committee of the provincial People's Congress, 
the provincial People's Government and the provincial CPPCC Committee saw 
them off at the airport in spite of the rain. Leading comrades, including 
Zhang Quosheng, Ga-bu-long, Zheng Xiaoxian, Song Lin, Liu Chengyun, Liang 
Changhan, Ma Wending, Shen Ling and Zhou Long, received the deputies and the 

members at the quest house yesterday evening and, at the same time, encour- 
aged them to successfully participate in the two sessions as the people's 
representatives and then return with the important guidelines of the sessions 
to promote the four modernizations in our province. [Text] [SK271034 Xining 

Qinghai Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 26 Aug 80] 

NEI MONGGOL NEW ADMINISTRATIVE AREA--According to our sources, on 12 August 

1980 the State Council approved establishment of Otog Qian Bannin in [h Ju 

League, Nei Monggol Autonomous Region. The banner seat is located in 

(Aolezhaoqi) and its administrative area encompasses 10 communes. [Summary ] 

[SKO30524 Hohhot Nei Monggol Regional Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 2 Sep 80] 

cso: 4005 
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MLLITARY AND PUBLIC SECURLTY 

BRIEFS 

PLA CANTEEN RALLY<-PLA units stationed in Guangzhou recently held a mobili- 
ition raliy to promote activities to create progressive canteens. Guang- 

‘hou PLA Commander Wu Kehua attended the rally and commended a number of 

progresslve units and tndividuals. Most of the 300 participants were cooks 
and canteen management personnel from various large units. Leading com- 

rades attending therally called on them to meet thefive criteria for proges- 
sive canteens stipulated by the general staff department, general political 
department and general logistics department and constantly strive to improve 

their work. [Summary] [HK310646 Guangzhou City Service in Cantonese 0430 GMT 

31 Aug 80] 



SOC OLOGICAL, EDUCATION AND CULTURE 

JIANGSU HOLDS CONFERENCE ON POLITICAL WORK IN COLLEGES 

OW23213)1 Nanjing Jiangsu Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 23 Aug 80 

[Excerpts] A provincial conference of party committee secretaries of insti- 
tutions of higher learning pointed out that upholding and improving party 
leadership and strengthening ideological and political work are very glorious, 
yet arduous tasks facing institutions of higher learning. 

The provincial party committee convened the conference in Nanjing from 15 to 
22 August to discuss and solve the question of how to strengthen ideological 
and political work in the new period. More than 100 persons attended the 
conference, including secretaries of the party committees and their deputy 
secretaries in charge of political work in various institutions of higher 
learning and responsible persons of the provincial-level departments con- 
cerned. 

Conference participants conscientously studied central leading comrades’ 
important instructions on education and a speech by Comrade Xu Jiatun, first 

secretary of the provincial party committee, at a provincial conference on 
primary and secondary education. They exchanged experience regarding improv- 
ing party leadership and strengthening ideological and political work and 
analyzed and discussed the question of how to make this work better meet the 
needs of the new period. 

After analyzing the new situation of ideological and political work in the 

new period, the conference pointed out: The content of ideological and 
political work is to clearly and systematically educate students in the basic 
principles of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought, revolutionary ideals and 
communist morality as well as in the situation and tasks. Students should 

be trained to apply the Marxist position, viewpoints and methods to analyze 
and solve problems. 

Hu Hong, Zhang Zhongliang, Gong Weizhen and other responsible comrades of 
t! provincial party committee attended the conference. Comrades Hu Hong 
ana Gong Weizhen addressed the closing session of the conference. 

cso: 6005 
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SOC TOLOGICAL, EDUCATION AND CULTURI 

XTAN CYL ORGANS FDUCATE YOUNG PEOPLE TO LOVE MOTHERLAND 

OWI01255 Beiling XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0321 GMT 30 Aug 80 

Uxeerpts] Weajing, 30 Auge-At the national propaganda work forum recently 
sponsored by the CYL Cer tral Committee, XINHUA reporter Dou Guangsheng 

learned that CYL organizations at all levels in Xian Municipality, Shaanxi, 
launched "T Love the soctalist motherland” educational activities among 

young people with good results. There is an encouraging change in the young 

people's voral awareness which has aroused their enthusiasm for ardently 
loving the motherland, winning honor for the motherland and contributing 
to the four modernizations. 

Xian Municipalicy now has a population of 2.8 million people, including 1.2 

million young people. Owing to Lin Biao and the gang of four's interference 
and sabotage during the 10 years' of turmoil, some young people have many 
confused tdeas. They think socialism sounds good and that capitalism means 

good living. To eliminate their doubts about the superiority of the social- 
ist system and to arouse their sentiments toward ardently loving the mother- 

land, Xian Municipality has Launched "I love the socialist motherland" edu- 
cational activities among young people since March this year. 

In April and May, the Xian Municipal CYL Committee organized several hundred 

thousand young people to visit the revolutionary memorial hall and watch 
films and plays which publicized the deeds of national heroes, and the con- 
struction and achievements of the motherland. Young people were also helped 
to understand che motherland's grand rivers and mountains and rich natural 

resources, the motherland's time-honored history and splendid culture, and 
the Chinese nation's major contributions to mankind. 

CSO: 4005 
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SOC LOLOGICAL, EDUCATION AND CULTURE 

BEIJING CLASS ON PSYCHOLOGY, JUVENILE DELINQUENTS OPENS 

OWO30812 Beijing XINHUA in English 0746 GMT 3 Sep 80 

[Text] Beijing, 3 Sep (XINHUA)--Beijing has pioneered China's first training 
Class studying the psychology of juvenile delinquency. 

lwo hundred people, including police officers, middle school teachers, youth 

league cadres and factory security officers, will attend the two-month train- 
ing class which started yesterday. 

Twelve lectures will be given on such subjects as psychological character- 

istics of juvenile delinquents, education and correction of erring teenagers 
and the psychology of investigation, questioning and trial. 

Lei Jieqiong, vice-mayor of Beijing, attended the first class and congratu- 

lated the pioneering efforts of its sponsors, the Beijing Psychological 
Society. Xu Liancang, deputy director of the Psychological Research Insti- 
tute under the Chinese Academy of Sciences, delivered the first lecture, 

Juvenile delinquency has caused wide-spread concern in the city. A consider- 

able proportion of crimes in Beijing are committed by young people. At a 
reform-through-labour farm, the average age of the inmates is 19. The ten- 
year cultural revolution did serious damage to the moral standards of teen- 
ages, according to the psychological society. 

it is expected that the training class will be useful in prevention of juven- 

ile delinquency, education of juvenile delinquents and dealing with serious 
offenders. 

The Beijing Psychological Society will continue such courses if the first 
class proves to be successful. 

CSO: 4020 
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SOC LOLOGICAL, EDUCATTONAND CULTURE 

GUANGDONG BOOK INTRODUCES CHINESE WOMEN WRITERS 

WOITL 2S Betjing XINHUA in English 1209 GMT 3 Sep 80 

[Text | Guangzhou, | Sep (XLNHUA)=-<Four generations of Chinese women writers, 

all still publishing, are introduced in a new book published in Guangdong 
which carries selections of their works. 

Entitled "Selections of Contemporary Chinese Women Writers," in two volumes, 
it contains 60 short novels, other prose and poems written by 37 women writers 

from the 1920's to the late 1970's, 

Standing tor the older generation are veterans of the 1919 May 4 youth move- 

ment Dine Ling and Xie Bingxin, who started their literary careers during 

the anti-feudal, anti-imperialist struggles and whose writings have been 
translated into a dozen foreign languages. They are followed by China's 

first woman writer on modern industry Cao Ming, Beijing's leading literary 
editor and publisher Wei Junyi, and novelists Yuan Jin and Yang Mo who had 

experienced guerrilla war or revolutionary base area activities, all of whom 

started writing in the 1940's and 1950's. Ru Zhijuan, Ke Yan, Ye Aenlin, 

Chen Pong, Zhang Jie and Huang Zhongying represent those who have won special 

notice for their penetrating works on the social effects of the Cultural 
Revolution and soctety's power of recovery and progress. The youngest is 
'9-year-old Zhang Kangkang, who worked on a state farm and is now a profes- 
sional writer. 

While eome of the best writings of the past are included, the selection also 

presents the newest works of the veterans, such as “The Waiting,” a profile 

of the 1976 Tiananmen Square mass protest against the gang of four, by Aie 
he ingxin; “In a Cowshed"” which tells the trials of an intellectual under the 
gang's persecution, by /6-year-old Ding Ling, an early Stalin-prize winner 
for her "Sun Shines Over the Sanggan River,” a novel on Rural China's awak- 
ening. “The Unconquerable Force," reportage on the Chinese border troops’ 

lefence against Vietnamese encroachement, is by Yuan Jin who was popular 

for her novels on revolutionary peasant heroes. "Star" by Huang Zhongying 

is in memory of the late film and stage actress Shangguan Yunzhu. 



Winning wide acclaim are the poem "Premier Zhou, Where Are You?" by Ke Yan, 
and the short novela “Reaching Middle Age" by Chen Rong, and “Path on the 
Grassland” by Ru Zhijuan. All of these works reveal the inner capacity of 
the ordinary people for love and strength throughout the trial and pain of 
the ten-year "Cultural Revolution," 

An editor's note salutes women writers for their efforts to overcome all 

diffteulttes that etand in the way of creativeness and for writing of life 
from the vantage point of one in the thick of it. They represent a power 

that te not to be underestimated, 
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FACTORY MANACER |" AISED AS MODEL FOR EMULATION 

Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 23 Jul 80 p 3 

‘Article by Li Bingyin [2621 3521 6892): "We Need Such a Hero in Creat- 

ing a New Life" 

[Text] | take great pleasure in recommending to the reader the article, 

"Vigorous Efforts To Make the Country Prosperous," which appeared in 
issue No 2, 1980, of DANG DAIL [THE PRESENT AGE]. In it, the writer, 
Comrade Cheng Shuzhen [4453 2885 2830], through vividly specific narra- 

tion ond description, tells us about Gong Benvan [1362 2609 6056], a 
factory manager like Olao Guangepu [0829 0342 2613), and how he worked for 

the four modernizations at our country's No | Heavy Machinery Plant in 
Fulaerji in a “vigorous effort to make the country prosperous." These 
are real-life persons and events, and you feel inspired after reading it. 

An individual like “plant manager Oiao" in today's life is a leader of 
the four modernizations. Imagine, if our country had more leaders like 

this, our lives might be much better, and our strides toward the four 

modernigations would certainly be broader. 

The Ne | Heavy Machinery Plant (hereafter called simply "No | Heavy") 

is a pillar of our heavy industry, and our country's first 10,000-ton 

hydraulic press and our first large-scale rolling mill all came from its 

bosom. In June 1962, Premier Zhou himself called it a “national treasure.” 
However, in the 10 years of turmoil, No | Heavy not only was unable to 

earn any money for the country, but the country actually had to pay out 
money to support it. The superiors also sent new leadership, but in the 

tearful days of the “four bads,” the new leadership “retreated bravely 
before the torrent.” There were also some old heroes who had been 

tested by vears of battle and who tried to go against the trend to still 

the disturbance, but with the clang of metal, their sword was turned by 
the insensate stone of politics, and they could not apply their strength. 
The “national treasure” was transformed more and more into a scrap heap. 
The plant was paralyzed and popular support dissolved, and everyone, from 

the plant leadership and the chief engineer to the technicians and workers, 

was planning some way of leaving, almost as though people could not place 
too much hope in No 1 Heavy. More than 2 years after the breakup of the 



"vonw of four,’ No | Heavy was atill "the great disaster” of the whole 
country, It was at this time that Gong Benyan was ordered into the crisis 
and assigned the plant manager at No | Heavy. 

Gong Benyan had worked for a long time at the Machine Tool Plant No 1 
in Viqthaer, and he had both courage and knowledge, In the 10 years of 
calamities, he was attacked and hurt by the Lin Biao-Jiang Qing gang. 
However, in suffering adveraity he did not bow his head to evil, and he 
became known affectionately to the workers as "Gutsy Gong.” Gutsy Gong 
took over immediately when he came to No | Heavy and, with the workers of 
the whole plant, he underwent more than a vear of arduous campaigning. 

Last year the plant completed its plans for product quantity and product 
volume ahead of schedule, exceeding for the first time in 10 years the 
realization of 8 economic and technical norms, with types of product and 
quality reaching their highest historical levels. The occurrence of this 
miracle and this dramatic transformation of No 1 Heavy gives us much 
food for thought. In the eyes of some people, Gong Benyan may not be 

counted a hero, but he is truly a hero in the eyes of the masses. It 
was he who led everyone in gathering up their dejected spirits, and it was 

from him that the masses felt the warmth of the party, saw the hope of 

the four modernizations, and strengthened their power and confidence, 
ludging by actual present circumstances, this single point is of critical 

importance, 

We need the spirit of "vigorous efforts to make the country prosperous." 
How can we do this? Should we tenaciously defend our outmoded conven- 
tions and bad habits, making a great hue and cry about them and turning 
them into some glorious superficial results, or should we discard all of 
our past effective experience and depend completely on technology "intro- 

duced" from abroad to effect some "stylish" feat? Gong Benyan did not 
adopt either of the above methods. He method is very simple to describe-- 
‘one need] only add an attitude of striving for real science to steadfast 

confidence in the party. 

"If we act with party spirit, we will be upright and need not fear the 
slightest trace of leaning." The most respected thing about Gong Benyan 
is that he is always steadfast in upholding the correct principles and 
polletes of the party at all times and under all circumstances, that he 

would rather break than bend, and that he shows the clanging iron bones 
of a Communist Party member. When he first arrived at No 1 Heavy, he 

saw devastation everywhere and he felt a twinge of fear, but he had not 
yet caught that disease that was epidemic among our cadres during the 
seventh decade of the 20th century--"soft bone disease." He put aside 
his apprehension, screwed up his courage, and resolved to fight a hard 

battle. He sent the following military-type pledge to the ministry: 
"If the features of No 1 Heavy are not transformed within 3 years, I 
should be dismissed from office! <A member of the Communist Party 
cannot share the burdens of the party or seek the welfare of the people 
by making a great to-do only where he may gain some prestige!" Between 
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refused to yield in the slightest; and finally the tasks were completed 

on time. One shop had to move, and they were originally scheduled to 
complete the move on "7/1," but after Gong looked into the situation he 

felc they could complete it on "5/1," 80 he made a detailed review and 
argued with the deputy plant manager responsible for the capital con- 

struction for this task, and the deputy plant manager could say nothing 
to contradict what he said. In straightening out the enterprise he was 
very careful; three times he refused to allow a shop to pass because it 
nad left some blanks on a superficial document; he could spot flaws from 
on top of an oil drum, and he would not let anyone go back to an obsolete 

practice. From all this, didn't he know something about managing produc- 

tion? Gong Benyan talked of science, and science gave him the freedom 
of initiative. 

"Vigorous Efforts To Make the Country Prosperous" is an article about real 
people and real events, “only having force if true." Therefore, its 
effect in stirring, educating, and inspiring people is different from 
that of other art forms. In his work, the author does not use too many 
artsy techniques, and from an artistic standpoint it cannot be con- 
sidered a polished work, but the author has kept his esteem for plant 
manager Gong on the point of his pen, his narration is intensely emo- 

tional, it has recorded a person, and it has the intense power to influ- 
ence. He does not describe his characters statically, and the image of 

Gong Benyan is extraordinarily clear, prominent, and vivid before the 
reader's eyes. He obtained a result like this first because the deeds 

of Gong Benyan are moving, and second because the author has upheld the 

creative principle of authenticity. 
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BRIEFS 

REFORMED CRIMINALS NEED SOCIETY'S HELP--Shanghai, 23 Aug (XINHUA)--Sun Yong, 
a 24-year-old reformed criminal, has been admitted to the Shanghia Light In- 
dustrial Technical School. Today's PEOPLE'S DAILY reports the story and 
urges young people iike Sun Yong to do their best to create a new life. Sun 
Yong was sentenced to five years imprisonment at the age of 16, after being 
involved in a stabbing incident. He was released in 1975 because of good 
behaviour. After his discharge, he decided to turn over a new leaf and be- 
gan to study drawing by himself at home. He applied for enrollment in the 
arts department of the Shanghai Textile Technical School last year. He 
passed the entrance examination, but he was rejected because of his past 
criminal record. The Shanghai JIEFANC DAILY sparked off a discussion last 
June on why students like Sun Yong were refused admission to schools. Lead- 
ers of the municipal government also participated in this discussion. The 

PEOPLE's DAILY in an editor's note urged concerted effort from the society 

to help such young people in making progress. [Text] [0W230754 Beijing XINHUA 
in English 0732 GMT 23 Aug 80] 

REPORTAGE WRITING SOCIETY--Wuhan, 25 Aug (XINHUA)--China's first national 

society for “Baogao Wenxue,"” a genre of reportage in wide use in China which 
combines journalism with literary techniques, has been set up in Wuhan, Hubei 

Province. Its 250 members include veteran writers and journalists, as well 
as promising young reporters whose works have won notice in recent years. 

Au Chi, a poet and the author of a number of profiles of scientists including 
the mathematician Chen Jinren, was elected president of the society. The 
famous writer Mao Dun, journalist Mu Qing of XINHUA News Agency and poet 
Tian lan are among those invited to be advisors. Keen in reflecting new 
events and social changes, "Baogao Wenxue," which translates literally as 
"reporting literature," occupies a special place in the Chinese revolution. 
Many of its best practitioners wrote during the revolutionary struggle of the 
1920's to 1940's. Powerful sketches have also appeared since the smashup 
of the gang of four. [0W291331 Beijing XINHUA in English 0708 GMT 25 Aug 80] 



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SOCLETY=-Kunming, 27 Aug (XINHUA)=-The 63-year-old China 
Vocational Education Soctlety has resumed activity in Hunming, Yunnan Province. 
it was closed down in 1966. Founded by one of China's noted democrats, Huang 
Yanpei, in 1917, the society was originally financed by educators, industrial- 
ists and well-known public figures. A sparetime vocational school reestab- 
lished by the society eariier this year has enrolled 1,600 cadres, workers, 
unemployed young intellectuals and army officers. They are studying English, 
Japanese, industrial and commercial accounting, industrial drawing, mathe- 
matics and Chinese. [Beijing XINHUA in English 0223 GMT 27 Aug 80 OW] 

RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON JAPAN--Beijing, 26 Aug (XINHUA)--A research institute 
on Japan was established recently by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. 
He Fang [0149 2455], responsible person of the institute and noted scholar 
on Japan, said the institute will work for strengthened ties of friendship 
between China and Japan and the two peoples and for academic exchanges be- 
tween the two countries. The eighth delegation of the Japan-China Friend- 
ship Association presented some 1,100 books in Japanese to the institute 
during its recent visit to China. The books area personal gift from Profes- 

sor Hiroshi Nasu. [Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 1152 GMT 
26 Aug 80 OW] 

SICHUAN YOUTH WORK ADVANCE=-According to Zhongguo Qingnian Bao, Comrade Tan 

Qilong, first secretary of the Sichuan Provincial CCP Committee, while speak- 

ing at the second Sichuan provincial conference on the education of youth, 
called on the leadership of party committees at all levels to correctly 
understand and deal with youths of the contemporary era and to adopt effec- 
tive measures to help, through the means of ideology, system and policy, young 

people grow up healthily and become useful persons. [Text] [0W300524 Beijing 
Domestic Service in Mandarin 2230 GMT 29 Aug 80] 

TIANJIN ART-LITERATURE FORUM--[Summary from poor reception] A forum on art 
and literature for artists and writers was held recently in Tianjin City. 

Leading comrades of the municipal party committee and government, including 
Chen Weida, Huang Zhigang and Hu Qili, attended the forum. In his speech 

at the forum Comrade Chen Weida said in part: "There is no lack of talented 
artists and writers in our city. We must waste no time in organizing and 
mobilizing the art and literature circles to struggle for achievement of 
the four modernizations." "To promote artistic creation, Comrade Chen Weida 
urged artists and writers to further emancipate minds and not to bind them- 

selves for fear of committing mistakes. He said: We must tolerate writers 

committing mistakes and allow them to correct their mistakes. Wemust not 
wantonly label or persecute others as we once did. Comrades in art and 

literature circles should enhance their mutual understanding and unity and 
refrain from squabbling over past issues." [SKO10527 Tianjin City Service 
in Mandorin 2330 GMT 30 Aug 80] 
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Niet MONGGOL JAPANESE LANGUAGE SOCLETY=-Hohhot, 25 Auge=To promote cultural 

exchange and cooperation between the Chinese and the Japanese people, a 

society for the popularization and research of sclentific-technological 

Japanese language was inaugurated recently in Hohhot. The soclety--the 

Nei Monggol Scientific-Technological Japanese Language Popularization and 

Research Socilety--will run successive short-term classes for quick results. 

The classes will enroll scientific and technical personnel ranging from 

30-50 years of age. The first study class has already started enrollment. 

[OW291421 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0328 GMT 25 Aug 80] 

QINGHAL CYL COMMIT: .kS--The Qinghai Provincial CYL Committee held a meeting 

at a commune in Leuu County 15-21 August on the work of CYL committee. in 

pastoral areas throughout the province. The meeting held that the work of 
the CYL committees in the pastoral areas is to educate the youth and to 

care for their weal and woe. It is necessary to universally conduct re- 

education on the nationalities policy and to gradually raise the awareness 
of the youth in eliminating all feudal and backward traditional concepts and 

superstitions. The meeting contended that the work of the CYL committees 

should be centered on the four modernizations and ways to become prosperous 

and on carrying out cultural and sports activities for youth, enriching 

their cultural lives and eliminating youth illiteracy in pastoral areas. 
{SKO11256 Xining Qinghai Provinclal Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 30 Aug 80} 
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